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Summarization

● Half-way between

– Information retrieval (entire documents)

– Question answering (factoid answers)

● „It is the process of distilling the most important information 
from a text to produce an abridged version for a particular task 
and user“ (Jurafski and Martin 2009)
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Summarization

● Kinds of summaries

– Outlines of a document

– Abstracts of a scientific article

– Headlines of news articles

– Snippets summarizing a Web page on a search engine 
results page

– Action items or other summaries of a (spoken) business 
meeting

– Summaries of emails threads

– Answers to complex questions (multi-documents)
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Summarization

● Dimensions

– Single-document

● Headlines of new articles, abstracts of scientific 
publications

– Multiple-document

● Series of new stories of the same event, emails from a 
thread
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Summarization

● Dimensions

– Generic 

● focus of the important information of the document(s)

– Query-focused

● Question answering
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Abstract vs. Extract

● Extract

– Combination of phrases and sentences from the 
document(s)

● Abstract

– Uses different words to describe the content of the 
document(s)

● Most current summarizers are extractive (easier)
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Abstract vs. Extract
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(figure taken from Mani 2001)
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Architecture of summarization systems

● Content selection

– Usually sentences and clauses

● Information ordering

– Order and structure the extracted units

● Sentence realization

– Clean up to assure fluency
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Single-document summarization

● Content selection

– Choose sentences

– Binary classification task

● Important (extract worthy)
● Unimportant (not extract worthy)

● Information ordering

– Sentences are ordered by their original order in the document

● Sentence realization

– Remove non-essential phrases from the sentences

– Fusing sentences into a single one
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Unsupervised content selection

● Select sentences with more salient or informative words

● Saliency

– Topic signature: set of salient or signature terms with 
salient scores greater than a threshold θ

● Weight schemes instead of word frequencies

– Tf-idf
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Supervised Content Selection

● Efectivelly combine various features from the text

● Training data: documents and respective summaries

● Extracts of sentences:

– Classification task: 1 (present); 0 (not present)
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Supervised Content Selection

● Features

– Position of the sentence in the text: 

● Title
● First sentence of paragraph 2
● First sentence of paragraph 3
● Final sentence

– Cue phrases

● „In summary..“, „In conclusion..“, „This paper..“

– Word informativeness

● Topic signature
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Supervised Content Selection

● Features

– Sentence length

● Long sentences rather than short ones
● Binary feature based on a cutoff (e.g., 5 words)

– Cohesion

● Sentences that contain more terms from a lexical chain 
(series of related words) are extract worthy

● Can also be computed using graph-based methods 
(e.g., PageRank)
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Sentence realization

● Sentence compression or sentence simplification

● Running a syntactic parser and prunning some phrases

● Examples:

– Apposition: „Barry Goldwater, the junior senator from Arizona, 
received the Republican nomination in 1964“

– Attribution clauses: „Rebels agreed to talks with governments, 
international observers said Tuesday “

– Prepositional phrases without NERs

– Initial adverbials: „For example“, „On the other hand“, „At this 
point“, etc.

● Also supervised machine learning
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Multi-document summarization

● Applications

– Summarize Web pages for a particular event in the news

– Finding answers to complex questions
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Multi-document summarization

● Architecture

– Content selection

– Information ordering

– Sentence realization

● Use of unsupervised methods over supervised ones

– Not much training data available
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Content selection (Multi-doc)

● Redundancy of information

● Summaries should not be consisted of identical or similar 
sentences

● Calculating the redundancy factor between new extracted 
sentences and current selected sentences
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Content selection (Multi-doc)

● Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR)

– λ is a weight that can be tuned

– Similarity is some similarity function
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MMR penalization factor (s)=λmax si∈Summary Similarity (s , si)



Content selection (Multi-doc)

● Clustering algorithm

– Groups sentences in clusters of related sentences

– Select a single (centroid) sentence from each cluster

● Sentence simplification or compression in this step

– Produce many variations of the original sentence

– Let the clustering or MMR select the best one
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Information ordering (Multi-doc)

● Concatenate extracted sentences in a coherent way

● Chronological ordering

– If date of the original document/article is available (e.g, news)

– But usually lack cohesion

● Coherence

– Coherence relations between sentences

– Cohesion and lexical chains (local cohesion)
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Information ordering (Multi-doc)

● Lexical cohesion

– Ordering sentences next to sentences which contain 
similar words

– tf.idf, cosine similarity between pair of sentences

– Minimizing distance between neighboring sentences
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Information ordering (Multi-doc)

● Given coherence score for pairs or sequence of sentences

● Problem: find the optimal ordering of sentences

● NP-complete

– But there are good approximation methods

– Althaus et al. 2004, Knight 1999, Cohen et al 1999, Brew 
1992
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Sentence realization (Multi-doc)

● Checking further for coherence

● Longer or more descriptive phrases should come before short, 
reduced or abbreviated forms

● Examples

– „U.S. President George W. Bush“ and „Bush“

● Co-reference resolution algorithm

● Rewrite, cleanup rules
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Sentence realization (Multi-doc)
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(figure taken from 
Nenkova and McKeown 2003)



Sentence realization (Multi-doc)

● Sentence fusion

– Parsing each sentence

– Alignment of the parses to find common information

– Build a fusion structure with overlapping information

– Create a new fused sentence
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Query-focused summarization

● Example: (BioASQ training data)

"What is the function of the mammalian gene Irg1?"

"Human IRG1 and mouse Irg1 mediates antiviral and 
antimicrobial immune responses, without its exact role 
having been elucidated. Irg1 has been suggested to have a 
role in apoptosis and to play a significant role in embryonic 
implantation. Irg1 is reported as the mammalian ortholog 
of methylcitrate dehydratase."
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Query-focused summarization

● Content selection

– Adapt multi-doc content selection to rank sentences based 
relevance to the query

● Overlapping words query/sentences
● Cosine similarity query/sentence
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Query-focused summarization

● Content selection

– Build a top-down expectations for each topic

● Biography: dates, nationality, education, etc.
● Drug efficacy: population, problem/disease, 

intervention, outcome, side-effects, etc.
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Query-focused summarization

● Content selection

– Use of templates:

● Example: Biography

<NAME> is <WHY_FAMOUS>. 

She/He was born on <BIRTH_DATE> in 
<BIRTH_LOCATION>. 

She/He <EDUCATION>.

<DESCRIPTIVE_SENTENCE>

<DESCRIPTIVE_SENTENCE>

...
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Evaluation

● ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation)

– Measure the amount of overlapping N-grams between 
automatic and human-generated summaries

– ROUGE-1 (unigram), ROUGE-2 (bigram), etc.
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ROUGE2=
∑

S∈Summaries
∑

bigrams∈S

Countmatch (bigram)

∑
S∈Summaries

∑
bigrams∈S

Count (bigram)



Evaluation

● ROUGE-L

– Longest common subsequence

● ROUGE-S, ROUGE-SU

– Skip bigrams: pair of words in a certain order by allowing 
any number of words between them
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Further Reading

● Book „Speech and Language Processing“

– Chapters 23.3 – 23.8
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